




































































N440E          Date: 11/11/18          Hobbs: 1135.5                                       Engine 

Oil and filter change using Tempest AA48108-2 filter and 7 quarts of Phillips 20-50 oil.  Removed, 
examined and reinstalled sump strainer with no debris found.  Opened and examined removed 
filter with no metal found.  Started and ran engine, checked for leaks with none found.  Inspected 
engine compartment for issues with none found.  Re-cowled and cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 

 

N440E          Date: 11/11/18          Hobbs: 1135.5                                       Aircraft 

Replaced Advanced PFD internal battery (EPG-1137 7.3v, 2150mah).  Tested for minimum 45 
minute backup time and cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 

 

N440E          Date: 7/4/19          Hobbs: 1247.0              AFTT: 1247.0               Engine 
 
Checked compressions: #1:73/80, #2:71/80, #3:74/80, #4:52/80 - cold.  Inspected all cylinders with 
borescope and found excessive oil in all cylinders.  Removed plane from service and removed 
engine for shipping to PennYan for overhaul. 
 
Charles Lloyd 2841337 
 

 

N440E          Date: 11/5/19          Hobbs: 1247.0            AFTT: 1247.0           Engine 
    TSMOH: 0 
 
Installed overhauled motor from PennYan with new Barry motor mounts PN Part# 94011-20.  
Reinstalled all original accessories and replaced hoses, lines and fittings as required with best 
installation practices.  Filled with 9 quarts of Shell W100 mineral oil and test ran to check for leaks.  
Installed new NGK BR9ES spark plugs. 

I certify that this alteration was completed IAW the scope and detail of FAR Part 43 and was found 
to be in Airworthy Condition.  Cleared for return to service. 
 
Charles Lloyd 2841337 
 

 

N440E          Date: 11/5/19          Hobbs: 1247.0            AFTT: 1247.0                 Aircraft/Annual 

Removed inspection covers, cowlings, fairings and inspected and lubed all flight controls.  Checked 
all flight controls for free and clear operation.  Inspected tires and wheel bearings.  Inspected 
brakes, lubed brake parts for smooth operation, cleaned and reassembled.  c/w Van’s SB 14-01-
31, SB 14-02-05 and 99-06-1.  No cracks found.  Full AD/SB list for Van’s RV6 compiled and 
checked.  Found to be in compliance and noted separately.  Engine and prop inspected and 
recorded in respective aircraft logs. 

I certify that this alteration/annual was completed IAW the scope and detail of FAR Part 43 and was 
found to be in Airworthy Condition.  Cleared for return to service. 
 
Kent Gorton  A&P 2830329 
 

 



 

N440E          Date11/5/19         Hobbs: 1247.0             AFTT: 1247.0                  Propeller 
               TTPROP: 600.1 
 
Reinstalled Whirlwind 77HRT prop SN # 636.  Torqued to manufacturers specifications of 65 ft-
lbs.  Lubricated per manufacturer recommendations. 

I certify that this alteration/annual was completed IAW the scope and detail of FAR Part 43 and was 
found to be in Airworthy Condition.  Cleared for return to service. 
 
Kent Gorton  A&P 2830329 
 
 
 
N440E          Date: 7/4/19          Hobbs: 1247.0             AFTT: 1247.0                      Engine 
 
Checked compressions: #1:73/80, #2:71/80, #3:74/80, #4:52/80 - cold.  Inspected all cylinders with 
borescope and found excessive oil in all cylinders.  Removed plane from service and removed 
engine for shipping to PennYan for overhaul. 
 
Charles Lloyd 2841337 
 

 

N440E          Date: 11/5/19          Hobbs: 1247.0           AFTT: 1247.0           Engine 
    TSMOH: 0 
 
Installed overhauled motor from PennYan with new Barry motor mounts PN Part# 94011-20.  
Reinstalled all original accessories and replaced hoses, lines and fittings as required with best 
installation practices.  Filled with 9 quarts of Shell W100 mineral oil and test ran to check for leaks.  
Installed new NGK BR9ES spark plugs. 

I certify that this alteration was completed IAW the scope and detail of FAR Part 43 and was found 
to be in Airworthy Condition.  Cleared for return to service. 
 
Charles Lloyd 2841337 
 

 

N440E          Date: 11/5/19          Hobbs: 1247.0            AFTT: 1247.0             Aircraft/Annual 

Removed inspection covers, cowlings, fairings and inspected and lubed all flight controls.  Checked 
all flight controls for free and clear operation.  Inspected tires and wheel bearings.  Inspected 
brakes, lubed brake parts for smooth operation, cleaned and reassembled.  c/w Van’s SB 14-01-
31, SB 14-02-05 and 99-06-1.  No cracks found.  Full AD/SB list for Van’s RV6 compiled and 
checked.  Found to be in compliance and noted separately.  Engine and prop inspected and 
recorded in respective aircraft logs. 

I certify that this alteration/annual was completed IAW the scope and detail of FAR Part 43 and was 
found to be in Airworthy Condition.  Cleared for return to service. 
 
Kent Gorton  A&P 2830329 
 

 
 

  



N440E          Date11/5/19         Hobbs: 1247.0             AFTT: 1247.0                   Propeller 
               TTPROP: 600.1 
 
Reinstalled Whirlwind 77HRT prop SN # 636.  Torqued to manufacturers specifications of 65 ft-
lbs.  Lubricated per manufacturer recommendations. 

I certify that this alteration/annual was completed IAW the scope and detail of FAR Part 43 and was 
found to be in Airworthy Condition.  Cleared for return to service. 
 
Kent Gorton  A&P 2830329 
 

 

N440E          Date: 11/19/19          Hobbs: 1271.3            AFTT: 1271.3             Engine 
       TSMOH:   24.3 
 
Oil and filter change using Champion 48108-1 filter and 7 quarts of Phillips 20-50 oil.  Remove, 
examine and reinstall sump strainer with no debris found.  Opened and examined removed filter 
with no metal found.  Started and ran engine, checked for leaks with none found.  Inspected engine 
compartment for issues with none found.  Re-cowled and cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 

 

N440E          Date: 2/10/20           Hobbs: 1312.75                AFTT: 1312.75          Engine 
       TSMOH:   65.75 
 

Oil and filter change using Champion 48108-1 filter and 8 quarts of Phillips 20-50 oil.  Remove, 
examine and reinstall sump strainer with no debris found.  Opened and examined removed filter 
with no metal found.  Removed, repaired and remounted oil cooler due to cracks found in mounting 
flange.  Oil cooler is a Meggitt 8432R (or Aero-classics 8001689). Replaced oil separator drain 
tube.  Started and ran engine, checked for leaks with none found.  Inspected engine compartment 
for issues with none found.  Re-cowled and cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 

 

N440E          Date: 2/10/20           Hobbs: 1312.75                AFTT: 1312.75                    Aircraft 
       TSMOH:   65.75 
 

Added RV jackpoints to main gear.  Inspected and repacked wheel bearings.  Replaced brake pads 
(Rapco 10900).  Replaced Flyboy Accessories tailwheel locking pin & spring (pn 1104), steering 
link arm (pn 1200-1T), washer and nut (pn 1105, 1106-0002).  Rebuilt locking fuel caps with Newton 
kit for A20L caps.  Cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

  



N440E          Date: 5/1/20             Hobbs: 1344.2                  AFTT: 1344.2            Engine 
       TSMOH:   97.2 
 

Oil and filter change using K&N HP-1002 filter and 7 quarts of Phillips 20-50 oil.  Remove, examine 
and reinstall sump strainer with no debris found.  Opened and examined removed filter with no 
metal found.  Cleaned and inspected oil separator and PVC valve.  Started and ran engine, checked 
for leaks with none found.  Inspected engine compartment for issues with none found.  Re-cowled 
and cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 

 

N440E          Date: 5/1/20             Hobbs: 1344.2                  AFTT: 1344.2            Aircraft 
       TSMOH:   97.2 
 

Replaced tires with Air Hawk 500x5 6 ply and Leakguard 500x5 tubes.  Inspected brakes and 
repacked wheel bearings.  Cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 

 

N440E          Date: 6/16/20            Hobbs: 1379.2                  AFTT: 1379.2           Engine 
       TSMOH:  132.2 
 

Oil change with 6 quarts of Phillips 20-50 oil.  Replaced PVC valve with part number CV8.  Started 
and ran engine, checked for leaks with none found.  Inspected engine compartment for issues with 
none found.  Re-cowled and cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 

 

N440E          Date: 7/19/20            Hobbs: 1391.9                AFTT: 1391.9            Engine 
       TSMOH:  144.9 
 

Oil and filter change using K&N HP-1002 filter and 7 quarts of Phillips 20-50 oil.  Remove, examine 
and reinstall sump strainer with no debris found.  Opened and examined removed filter with no 
metal found.  Removed Lightspeed Engineering hall effect sensors from the engine magneto pads 
and returned to factory for overhaul.  Factory replacement of seals, oil ring, and reassembly per 
their invoice #15087.  Inspected and cleaned DB9 connectors for sensors.  Replaced 8 spark plugs 
with Autolite 396 plugs.  Gapped to .024.  Started and ran engine, checked for leaks with none 
found.  Inspected engine compartment for issues with none found.  Re-cowled and cleared for 
return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 

  



N440E          Date: 8/21/20             Hobbs: 1395.7                  AFTT: 1395.7           Aircraft 
       TSMOH:  148.7 
 

Replaced FT-60 fuel flow sensor.  Checked calibration for accuracy.  Removed Dynon D10a and 
replaced with GRT Mini-x EFIS (sn 827).  GRT Mini-x includes synthetic vision, mapping, separate 
GPS and separate backup battery.  Cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 

 

N440E          Date: 10/15/20          Hobbs: 1427.6                  AFTT: 1427.6                     Aircraft 
       TSMOH:  180.6 
 

Replaced weather stripping on front of canopy.  McMaster-Carr part number 1067A3, high temp, 
fire rated, hollow rubber seal, surface mount, adhesive back, ½” inch wide.  Cleared for return to 
service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 

 

N440E   Date: 11/15/20   Hobbs: 1432.1   AFTT: 1432.1    Engine/Condition Inspection 
     TSMOH:  185.1 
 

Oil and filter change using K&N HP-1002 filter and 7 quarts of Phillips 20-50 oil.  Remove, examine 
and reinstall sump strainer with no debris found.  Opened and examined removed filter with no 
metal found.  Inspected and re-gapped plugs to .024.  Checked compressions: #1:80/80, #2:70/80, 
#3:77/80, #4:76/80.  Inspected all cylinders with borescope and found no issues. Started and ran 
engine, checked for leaks with none found.  Inspected engine compartment for issues with none 
found. 

I certify that this Engine Condition Inspection was completed IAW the scope and detail of FAR Part 
43 and was found to be in Airworthy Condition.  Cleared for return to service. 
 

Kent Gorton  A&P 2830329 
 

 

N440E   Date: 11/15/20   Hobbs: 1432.1   AFTT: 1432.1    Aircraft/Condition Inspection 
   TSMOH:  185.1 
 

Removed inspection covers, cowlings, fairings and inspected and lubed all flight controls with 
ACF50.  Checked all flight controls for free and clear operation.  Inspected tires and wheel bearings.  
Inspected brakes, lubed brake parts for smooth operation, cleaned and reassembled.  Replaced 
tailwheel with Flyboy Accessories pn #1001.  c/w Van’s SB 14-01-31, SB 14-02-05 and 99-06-1.  
No cracks found.  Full AD/SB list for Van’s RV6 compiled and checked.  Found to be in compliance 
and noted separately.  Engine and prop inspected and recorded in respective aircraft logs.   

ELT tested IAW FAR 91.207d.  ELT batteries dated for replacement in 2023. 

I certify that this Aircraft Condition Inspection was completed IAW the scope and detail of FAR Part 
43 and was found to be in Airworthy Condition.  Cleared for return to service. 
 
Kent Gorton  A&P 2830329 
 



 
 
N440E   Date: 11/15/20   Hobbs: 1432.1   AFTT: 1432.1            Propeller/Condition Inspection 
          TSPropOH: 185.1  TTPROP: 785.2 
 
Inspected Whirlwind 200RV prop SN # 279.  Checked for compliance to all service letter and service 
bulletins:  none applicable found. 

I certify that this propeller inspection was completed IAW the scope and detail of FAR Part 43 and 
Whirlwind Inspection checklist and was found to be in Airworthy Condition.  Cleared for return to 
service. 
 
Kent Gorton  A&P 2830329 
 

 
N440E          Date: 3/5/21              Hobbs: 1458.3                  AFTT: 1458.3                       Engine 
       TSMOH:  211.3 
 
Oil change with 6 quarts of Phillips 20-50 oil.  Opened and examined removed filter with no metal 
found.  Started and ran engine, checked for leaks with none found.  Inspected engine compartment 
for issues with none found.  Re-cowled and cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 
 
N440E          Date: 4/28/21            Hobbs: 1474.6                 AFTT: 1474.6                       Aircraft 
       TSMOH:  227.6 
 
Replaced #2 radio ICOM IC-A200 with new ICOM IC-A220 serial number 4106884.  Replaced 
chassis connector with ICOM MBA3 A220 adapter to reuse existing wiring.  Ground tested with 
portable radio to acceptable performance standards.  Cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 
 
N440E          Date: 8/9/21              Hobbs: 1486.9                AFTT: 1486.9                        Engine 
       TSMOH:  239.9 
 
Removed Lightspeed Engineering hall effect sensors from the engine magneto pads and returned 
to factory for exchange.  Factory replacement of seals, oil ring, and reassembly per their invoice 
#15554.  Replaced DB9 connectors for sensors.  Replaced 8 spark plugs with Autolite 396 plugs.  
Gapped to .024.  Replaced lower ignition wires with new 8mm wires, boots and connectors.  
Replaced upper #4 ignition wire which was defective.  Started and ran engine, checked for leaks 
with none found.  Inspected engine compartment for issues with none found.  Re-cowled and 
cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 
 
N440E          Date: 8/14/21            Hobbs: 1491.0                  AFTT: 1491.0                       Engine 
       TSMOH:   244.0 
 
Oil and filter change using K&N HP-1002 filter and 7 quarts of Phillips 20-50 oil.  Remove, examine 
and reinstall sump strainer with no debris found.  Opened and examined removed filter with no 
metal found.  Cleaned and inspected oil separator and PVC valve.  Started and ran engine, checked 
for leaks with none found.  Inspected engine compartment for issues with none found.  Re-cowled 
and cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 



 

N440E          Date: 9/23/21            Hobbs: 1522.9                  AFTT: 1522.9                       Engine 
       TSMOH:   275.9 
 
Oil and filter change using K&N HP-1002 filter and 7 quarts of Phillips 20-50 oil.  Remove, examine 
and reinstall sump strainer with no debris found.  Opened and examined removed filter with no 
metal found.  Cleaned and inspected oil separator and PVC valve.  Started and ran engine, checked 
for leaks with none found.  Inspected engine compartment for issues with none found.  Re-cowled 
and cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

N440E          Date: 2/26/2022        Hobbs: 1561.6                  AFTT: 1561.6                       Engine 
       TSMOH:  314.6 
 
Oil change with 6 quarts of Phillips 20-50 oil.  Opened and examined removed filter with no metal 
found.  Started and ran engine, checked for leaks with none found.  Inspected engine compartment 
for issues with none found.  Re-cowled and cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 
 

N440E   Date: 2/9/22           Hobbs: 1553.2     AFTT: 1553.2         Engine/Condition Inspection 
         TSMOH:  306.2 
 
Oil change using 6 quarts of Aeroshell 100W mineral oil.  Remove, examine and reinstall sump 
strainer with no debris found.  Inspected and re-gapped plugs to .024.  Cleaned injectors and 
reinstalled.  Checked compressions: cold @ 54F, #1:76/80, #2:71/80, #3:78/80, #4:failed.  
Inspected all cylinders with borescope and found no issues on #1 to #3, burned intake valve on #4. 
Removed #4 and sent to Twin Aircraft  Engines on invoice #281 for IRAN.  Reinstalled on engine, 
test run and flown per shop recommendations to seat rings.  Started and ran engine, checked for 
leaks with none found.  Inspected engine compartment for issues with none found. 

I certify that this Engine Condition Inspection was completed IAW the scope and detail of FAR Part 
43 and was found to be in Airworthy Condition.  Cleared for return to service. 
 

Kent Gorton  A&P 2830329 
 

N440E   Date: 2/9/22         Hobbs: 1553.2      AFTT: 1553.2         Aircraft/Condition Inspection 
       TSMOH:  306.2 
 
Removed inspection covers, cowlings, fairings and inspected and lubed all flight controls with 
ACF50.  Removed vertical, rudder and wheel pants for paint touchups.  Reinstalled per 
manufacturers specifications when completed.  Checked all flight controls for free and clear 
operation.  Inspected tires and wheel bearings.  Replaced brake pads with Rapco 10900, 
overhauled all 4 master cylinders, brake calipers and parking brake valve.  Replaced mixed brake 
system lines with AN3 Teflon SS jacketed brake lines.  Filled, bled and pressure tested brake 
system with Royco 782 hydraulic oil.  Replaced ships battery with new sealed lead acid 
12V20Ah/20hr battery.  Removed, cleaned and reseated all ADSB & transponder antennas 
checking for airframe grounds.  c/w Van’s SB 14-01-31, SB 14-02-05 and 99-06-1.  No cracks 
found.  Full AD/SB list for Van’s RV6 compiled and checked.  Found to be in compliance and noted 
separately.  Engine and prop inspected and recorded in respective aircraft logs.   

ELT tested IAW FAR 91.207d.  ELT batteries dated for replacement in December 2023. 

I certify that this Aircraft Condition Inspection was completed IAW the scope and detail of FAR Part 
43 and was found to be in Airworthy Condition.  Cleared for return to service. 
 
Kent Gorton  A&P 2830329 
 



N440E   Date: 2/9/22      Hobbs: 1553.2        AFTT: 1553.2        Propeller/Condition Inspection 
                TSPropOH: 306.2   TTPROP: 906.3 
 
Inspected Whirlwind 200RV prop SN # 279.  Checked for compliance to all service letter and service 
bulletins:  none applicable found. 

I certify that this propeller inspection was completed IAW the scope and detail of FAR Part 43 and 
Whirlwind Inspection checklist and was found to be in Airworthy Condition.  Cleared for return to 
service. 
 
Kent Gorton  A&P 2830329 
 

 

N440E          Date: 7/3/22              Hobbs: 1608.2                  AFTT: 1608.2                       Engine 
       TSMOH:  361.2 
 
Oil and filter change using K&N HP-1002 filter and 7 quarts of Phillips 20-50 oil.  Remove, examine 
and reinstall sump strainer with no debris found.  Opened and examined removed filter with no 
metal found.  Cleaned and inspected oil separator and PVC valve.  Started and ran engine, checked 
for leaks with none found.  Inspected engine compartment for issues with none found.  Re-cowled 
and cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 
N440E          Date: 8/17/22            Hobbs: 1646.0                  AFTT: 1646.0                       Engine 
       TSMOH:  399.0 
 
Oil change with 6 quarts of Phillips 20-50 oil.  Opened and examined removed filter with no metal 
found.  Started and ran engine, checked for leaks with none found.  Inspected engine compartment 
for issues with none found.  Re-cowled and cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 
N440E          Date: 5/14/22            Hobbs: 1587.6                 AFTT: 1587.6                       Aircraft 
       TSMOH:  340.6 
 
Replaced ADS/B Freeflight receiver with uAvionix echoUAT model #UAX-90011-01, serial number 
100015200.  Reused and combined existing connections for new unit.  Ground tested with iPad, 
Advanced EFISs and GRT mini-x to acceptable performance standards.  Cleared for return to 
service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

    
N440E          Date: 6/27/22            Hobbs: 1608.2                  AFTT: 1608.2                     Aircraft 
       TSMOH:  361.2 
 
IFR Certification by Ray Allen’s Electronics, Inc.  Sticker below.  Cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 
  



N440E          Date: 7/3/22              Hobbs: 1608.2                  AFTT: 1608.2                      Aircraft 
       TSMOH:  361.2 
 
Removed parking brake because of leaking.  Ordered parts to repair.  Inspected tires and wheel 
bearings.  Inspected and cleaned brake pads and brake calipers.  Filled, bled and pressure tested 
brake system with Royco 782 hydraulic oil.  Cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 
N440E          Date: 7/7/22              Hobbs: 1610.6                  AFTT: 1610.6                     Aircraft 
       TSMOH:  363.6 
 
Replaced ships battery with new maintenance free AGM ETX20L Battery: Voltage: 12, Capacity: 
20 Amp Hour, CCA: 310, Height (w/terminal): 6.13”, Length: 6.63”, Width: 3.44”, Weight: 15.5 Lbs.  
Cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 
N440E          Date: 7/9/22              Hobbs: 1618.2                  AFTT: 1618.2                    Aircraft 
       TSMOH:  371.2 
 
Replaced Flyboy Accessories RV Rocket Link after old one was broken by ramp handlers.  Cleared 
for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 
 

N440E          Date: 8/17/22            Hobbs: 1646.0                  AFTT: 1646.0                    Aircraft 
       TSMOH:  399.0 
Replaced tailwheel, lubed tailwheel bearings, deburred keyway for proper operation of tailwheel.  
Replaced GRT mini-x mount with new 1” less extension to clear access to GTN650 knobs.    
Cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 

N440E          Date: 8/23/22            Hobbs: 1646.1                  AFTT: 1646.1                   Aircraft 
       TSMOH:  399.1 
Replaced pilot and co-pilot carpets and padding.  Cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 

 



 
N440E          Date: 1/17/23            Hobbs: 1668.8                  AFTT: 1668.8                  Engine 
       TSMOH:  421.8 
 
Oil change with 6 quarts of Phillips 20-50 oil.  Opened and examined removed filter with no 
metal found.  Started and ran engine, checked for leaks with none found.  Inspected engine 
compartment for issues with none found.  Re-cowled and cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 
 
N440E   Date: 7/1/23           Hobbs: 1673.1     AFTT: 1673.1     Engine/Condition Inspection 
         TSMOH:  426.1 
 
Oil and filter change using K&N HP-1002 filter and 7 quarts of Phillips 20-50 oil.  Remove, 
examine and reinstall sump strainer with no debris found.  Inspected and re-gapped plugs to 
.024.  Cleaned injectors and reinstalled.  Checked compressions: cold @ 85F, #1:74/80, 
#2:72/80, #3:73/80, #4:77/80.  Inspected all cylinders with borescope and found no issues.  
Started and ran engine, checked for leaks with none found.  Inspected engine compartment for 
issues with none found.  Reviewed AD’s for similar series Lycoming with no new AD’s found. 

I certify that this Engine Condition Inspection was completed IAW the scope and detail of FAR 
Part 43 and was found to be in Airworthy Condition.  Cleared for return to service. 
 

Kent Gorton  A&P 2830329 
 

 

N440E   Date: 7/1/23         Hobbs: 1673.1      AFTT: 1673.1     Aircraft/Condition Inspection 
       TSMOH:  426.1 
 
Removed inspection covers, cowlings, fairings and inspected and lubed all flight controls with 
ACF50.  Checked all flight controls for free and clear operation.  Inspected tires and wheel 
bearings.   c/w Van’s SB 14-01-31, SB 14-02-05 and 99-06-1.  No cracks found.  SB-00036 Rev 
3 checking appeared to show cracks in the elevator spar.  Repair kit ordered SB-00036-KIT6-
NONPP.  Photos in the series BK650009 - 14 show the suspected cracks before.  Elevator skin 
opened, old parts removed in preparation to discover there were no cracks, it was dirt/oil.  
Continued with installation of primed parts to correct the issue permanently.  Photos of the series 
IMG_3385 – 93 show the completed repair.   Full AD/SB list for Van’s RV6 compiled and 
checked.  Found to be in compliance and noted separately.  Engine and prop inspected and 
recorded in respective aircraft logs.   

ELT tested IAW FAR 91.207d.  Replaced ELT batteries dated for replacement in December 
2023 with new dated for December 2028. 

I certify that this Aircraft Condition Inspection was completed IAW the scope and detail of FAR 
Part 43 and was found to be in Airworthy Condition.  Cleared for return to service. 
 
Kent Gorton  A&P 2830329 
 
 

  



N440E   Date: 7/1/23      Hobbs: 1673.1        AFTT: 1673.1   Propeller/Condition Inspection 
                TSPropOH: 426.1   TTPROP: 906.3 
 

Inspected Whirlwind 200RV prop SN # 279.  Checked for compliance to all service letter and 
service bulletins:  none applicable found. 

I certify that this propeller inspection was completed IAW the scope and detail of FAR Part 43 
and Whirlwind Inspection checklist and was found to be in Airworthy Condition.  Cleared for 
return to service. 
 
Kent Gorton  A&P 2830329 
 
 
 
N440E          Date: 10/7/23          Hobbs: 1675.8            AFTT: 1675.8              Aircraft 

Replaced brake rotors (Rapco RA164-01700), replaced brake (Rapco 10900), wheel bearing 
bearings and races (Timken TMK-SET6).  Inspected brake calipers, wheels, torque plate and axle 
with no defects noted.  Replaced Flyboy Accessories tailwheel locking pin & spring (pn 1104), 
washer and nut (pn 1105, 1106-0002) and lubricated all mains and tailwheel parts. Cleared for 
return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 

 
 
N440E          Date: 10/26/23          Hobbs: 1678.0                 AFTT: 1678.0                  Engine 
       TSMOH:   431.0 
 
Oil and filter change using K&N HP-1002 filter and 7 quarts of Phillips 20-50 oil.  Opened and 
examined removed filter with no metal found.  Cleaned and inspected oil separator and PVC 
valve.  Started and ran engine, checked for leaks with none found.  Inspected engine 
compartment for issues with none found.  Re-cowled and cleared for return to service. 

Charles Lloyd (owner) #2841337 
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